ASPHALT PUMP TRACKS
THE OFFICIAL GUIDE

PUMP TRACK, JARSVO - SWEDEN

VELOSOLUTIONS
PUMP TRACKS
Our Pump Tracks are hotspots for all kinds of riders, seeking a
fun and action-ﬁlled sports experience. The asphalted tracks
are both playground and training facility for bikers,
skateboarders or scooter riders at any skill level. The
Velosolutions Pump Tracks become a hive of community
activity and a highly popular destination for the whole family.
Riders enjoy practicing the basic skills of carrying momentum,
balance and speed by using their arms and legs to pump their
bike/board/scooter around the track. As the rider gets better,
the tracks are designed to provide more challenges with the
increased speed and skill, with no changes to the
construction. A feature that a 5-year-old can roll through can
be used as a gap jump for a professional.
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
ASPHALTED PUMP TRACKS

JUMP TRACK

We have been driving innovation in the industry, expanding our portfolio by a
variety of diﬀerent tracks, including pump tracks speciﬁcally designed for
children, urban waves with skate park bowl features, pump tracks with
asphalted jump lines etc. We are eager to customise every tracks and
creatively combine multiple elements to match your needs.

RACE TRACK

KID’S TRACK

PUMP PARK

PUMP BOWL

INDOOR TRACK

SNAKE RUN

URBAN WAVE

WHEELCHAIR TRACK

FUJAIRAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

RACE TRACK
WORLD CHAMPS PROOF
As the ﬂagship among the Velosolutions Pump Tracks, this
standard sized pump track fulﬁls all requirements to host
world-class pump track events, including the UCI Red Bull
Pump Track World Championships. Despite its high proﬁle, the
track is accessible to riders of all skill levels, as well as to any
kind of wheeled sports including skateboard (long and short),
BMX scooters, balance bikes or inline skates.
The design allows for multiple continuous laps without
rejoining the start hill, thus riders are able to create the
exertion desired, e.g. equivalent to a lap of an Olympic BMX
race track or a mountain bike downhill trail. The track layout is
extraordinarily dense and oﬀers a huge amount of variety in
line choice and transfer options, making it not only a fun venue
for training stamina and coordination, but also an exhilarating
playground for freestylers of any discipline.

KIDS TRACK
A SAFE PLAYGROUND
Similar to a standard track, this kids’ pump track brings the
same beneﬁts, but has a design that is tailored to younger and
beginner users, especially pre-school riders on balance bikes.
Features are designed for smaller riders and smaller wheels
and the entire area is designed in a way that perfectly allows
beginners to master basic pump track movements and skills
before taking on a standard sized pump track.

MOLLIS, SWITZERLAND

PUMP PARK
ALLROUNDER PLATFORM
A Pump Park is the perfect beginner playground and entry to
asphalt pump tracks. The type of project ﬁts neatly between
other tracks, or into small urban settings. Built with small
obstacles and smooth transitions, the Pump Park is inviting to
novices that want to enjoy the movement of rolling over the
seamless contours.

BARILOCHE, ARGENTINA

PUMP BOWL
POOL FOR WHEELS
Similar to a standard track, this kids’ pump track brings the
same beneﬁts, but has a design that is tailored to younger and
beginner users, especially pre-school riders on balance bikes.
Features are designed for smaller riders and smaller wheels
and the entire area is designed in a way that perfectly allows
beginners to master basic pump track movements and skills
before taking on a standard sized pump track.

LAAX, SWITZERLAND

JUMP TRACK
LEARN HOW TO FLY
The asphalt jump line area contains multiple jump lines of
varying diﬃculty. Oﬀering jumps of increasing size and
technical demand, they allow for step-by-step skills
development. Building on the pump track riding skills acquired
on the kids pump track and pump track, the asphalt jump lines
are the perfect preparation for more advanced freestyle skills.
All of the jumps are designed to be safe, yet progressive with
each of them being rollable and without deep bowls before the
landings of the jumps.

MOLLIS, SWITZERLAND

INDOOR TRACK
WEATHERPROOF SOLUTION
Our hands-on construction methods allow us to create
projects in small places and inside existing buildings. We can
build any type of track, park, bowl, or even a jump line of the
height allows for head clearance of the skilled riders. Riders
and skaters like riding indoors during the wet and cold
months, plus they are willing to pay a fee for this privilege.

MANILA, THE PHILIPPINES

LAAX, SWITZERLAND

SAKE RUN
UP WITH THE MAGIC CARPET
Coming down from a small hill, the Snake Run is great fun for
children and adults on bikes, scooters and skateboards. The
start can be accessed with a magic carped, a moving walkway
known from airports or ski resorts. The facility can be run on
electricity generated by a solar roof.

URBAN WAVE
HERE SUBTITLE
An Urban Wave is the perfect beginner playground and entry
to asphalt pump tracks. The type of project ﬁts neatly
between other tracks, or into small urban settings. Built with
small obstacles and smooth transitions, the Urban Wave is
inviting to novices that want to enjoy the movement of rolling
over the seamless contours.

ST. GALLEN, SWITZERLAND

LOCATION???, SWITZERLAND

WHEELCHAIR TRACK
MAXIMAL ACCESSIBILITY
When we say our tracks shall be accessible with any kind of
wheels, we mean it. The the features on the wheel chair track are
mellow enough for anyone to give it a try. This track will also be
appreciated by small children on balance and strider bikes.
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TRACK DESIGN
ONLY TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS
For each customer we create a unique design speciﬁc to his
needs. Every design makes optimum use of the available area,
always creating a wide range of possible combinations within the
given space. On the long straights 1 users can learn to «pump»
and jump. The track has a clearly deﬁned mainline that touches
at many places, 2 creating countless new line options and
transfers. The starting platform 3 as well as the platforms
nestled inside the track oﬀer adequate space to rest.
Velosolutions recommends creating a chill-out area around the
track 4 .
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LAAX, SWITZERLAND

UNIQUE ASPHALT
TECHNIQUE
We have developed a speciﬁc asphalt process. The technique
ensures the cleanliness of the track and makes it quasi
maintenance-free. We recommend building with asphalt
because of its outstanding advantages:
Durability
All-weather suitability
Low rolling resistance
Maximum traction
Velosolutions Asphalt Pumptracks are loved by mountain bikers,
BMXers, skaters, inline skaters and scooter riders from any age,
gender and nation.
Maintenance is limited to the green areas and annual inspection
of the slopes and drainage. When we hand over the pump track,
you will receive maintenance and care instructions.

Only technical works that require both expert
knowledge and experience are conducted by our
experts, while menial labour, materials and
machinery can be sourced by the client, assuring
maximum value for money.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
EXAMPLE OF A 2500M2
1-2 Weeks

3-5 Weeks

1-2 Weeks

1-2 Weeks

SITE PREPARATION

RAW SHAPE

ASPHALTING

LANDSCAPING

• Top Soil Removal
• Levelling
• Drainage Installation

• Top Soil Removal
• Levelling
• Drainage Installation

• Asphalt Pavement
• Marking (Red Lines / Logos)
• Branding (Additional Logos)

• Greening / Planting
• Surroundings (Benches etc.)
• Drainage Installation

• Can be done

• 4-6 Velosolutions Workers
• 5 Local Workers

• 4-6 Velosolutions workers
• 10 Local Workers

• Can be done

by Local Workforce

by Local Workforce

MOLLIS, SWITZERLAND

COMMERCIAL USE
GENERATING
REVENUE STREAM
With their highly addictive ﬂow, our pump tracks are visitor
magnets, regardless whether they are located in communities or
tourist resorts. They are great instruments to increase the
revenue of surrounding businesses like cafes, shops, bars, etc.
Apart from that, they provide many opportunities to generate a
direct revenue stream, such as:
Rent the facility to schools, clubs and corporations to conduct
training sessions and ’team building’ programs
Host regional, national and international events
Shows, demonstrations and trade fairs as well as athlete
training camps
Charge for admission for day users, gear rental and lessons

VELOSOLUTIONS
EVENTS
In addition to building pump tracks and parks, we create and manage events for the various users of
pump tracks. These include everything from local, festival-style opening shows to the oﬃcial Red Bull
UCI Pump Track World Championships and various National Series such as the PumpKing Skateboard
Challenge. Through our network of pro athletes, communication channels and content creators, we
have access to the inﬂuential people that will be leveraged to maximise the event exposure.

pumptrack.com is the community hub for all information on
pump tracks around the world. A world map shows users their
nearest pump track, a news feed informs about the latest news
in the pump track world and a soon to be released mobile app
will add excitement and gamiﬁcation.

Pump for Peace is a global initiative by
Velosolutions, introducing kids to a
healthy, respectful and tolerant lifestyle.
Our pump tracks are social hubs and a
great platform for communities to
develop a sense of togetherness. At
Pump for Peace we collaborate with
governments, local organisations and
private companies to bring pump track to
underprivileged or disadvantaged areas.
A Velosolutions Pump Track can enrich
any human life regardless of the village,
city or metropolis.
We are raising money through events,
concerts, garage sales, auctions, and
sponsorship and using the funds for
construction of Velosolutions Pump
Tracks where they’re needed the most.

PUMP TRACK CONSTRUCTION, ROMA - LESOTHO

Think & Build Velosolutions GmbH
Via Stenna 4 | 7017 Flims
Switzerland
+41 81 911 12 12
info@velosolutions.com
velosolutions.com

PUMP TRACKS FOR A BETTER WORLD
LET’S MAKE SPORTS ON WHEELS ACCESSIBLE,
FOR EVERYONE – EVERYWHERE.

